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NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE STORY MAP USE
ESRI Story maps are lightweight, open-source web apps that combine web maps created using ESRI's ArcGIS Online (AGOL) with content like text, photos, video, and audio that tell stories about the world.

They are simple to create and are an extremely effective tool to convey the National Weather Service's (NWS) stories of weather, water, and climate.

Within the National Weather Service they are being used as a tool for internal training and research, for sharing geographically-based information with external National Weather Service partners and users, and to tell the story of recent or historic weather events.

Story Maps also lend themselves perfectly for use by the National Weather Service as a post storm survey and documentation tool in conjunction with currently in-place methodologies.

NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE LOS ANGELES/OXNARD CALIFORNIA STORY MAP SAMPLES

WHERE TO FIND NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE STORY MAPS
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and ESRI Story Map Galleries
http://noaa.maps.arcgis.com/home/gallery.html
http://storymaps.arcgis.com/en/gallery/
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